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KUWAIT: Lexus announced its 10 millionth vehicle sold, a
landmark achievement after a strong 2018 year-end sales
performance with Lexus achieving multiple best-ever sales
goals around the globe. In addition, the brand that pio-
neered the world’s first luxury self-charging hybrid vehicle
in 2005, and offers the largest line-up of electrified models
globally, surpassed the 1.45-million-unit mark in self-
charging hybrid vehicles sold worldwide. Lexus hybrid
vehicle sales jumped nearly 20 percent in 2018 from the
prior year, a result that underscores the brand’s heritage
with, and commitment to, electrification.

The brand announced yesterday that 698,330 vehicles
were sold worldwide during the 2018 calendar year, repre-
senting a 4.5 percent increase over calendar year 2017. A
solid array of luxury utility vehicles such as the RX and
NX, the LC and LS flagships, along with the all-new ES
and the first-ever UX, combined to lead the global luxury
lifestyle brand to its best-ever year of sales.

“Lexus continues to enjoy substantial growth around
the world, expanding its footprint in emerging markets as
well as reaffirming its strength in established ones. The
brand’s clear focus on amazing products and guest experi-
ences provided by the finest dealers will support its global
growth for years to come,” said Lexus International

President, Yoshihiro Sawa. Lexus launched in 1989 with a
flagship sedan and a guest experience that helped define
the premium automotive industry. In 1998, Lexus intro-
duced the luxury crossover category with the launch of
the Lexus RX. The luxury hybrid sales leader, Lexus deliv-
ered the world’s first luxury hybrid and has since sold over
1.45 million hybrid vehicles.

A global luxury automotive brand with an unwavering
commitment to bold, uncompromising design, exceptional
craftsmanship, and exhilarating performance, Lexus has
developed its lineup to meet the needs of the next genera-
tion of global luxury guests and is currently available in
over 90 countries worldwide.

Lexus associates/team members across the world are
dedicated to crafting amazing experiences that are
uniquely Lexus, and that excite and change the world.  In
Kuwait Lexus was voted best Service which reflects the
strong commitment by Al-Sayer Lexus to offer only the
best service consistent with Lexus strategy to offer an
amazing experience to their customers. 

Mubarak Naser Al-Sayer CEO said that “it is no sur-
prise that the Lexus team continued to strive to offer best
possible service in Kuwait. It is the one of our core
strategies to ensure we offer a guest service that is con-

sistent with the hospitality that Kuwait’s is famous for.
The Al-Sayer board will continue to support the neces-

sary initiatives that will guarantee this high level of serv-
ice to our customers”. 

Lexus celebrates spectacular milestone

Gulf Bank launches 
new Visa Business 
Signature Credit Card
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank has launched the new Visa Business
Signature Credit Card, which is designed to benefit both
employers and employees. For employers, it offers
greater protection against misuse reducing unnecessary
exposure. Gulf Bank’s latest business offering also aids in
reducing front-end processes, with payments directly
debited from Gulf Bank’s Corporate Account.

Employees will also enjoy an unlimited number of
benefits and features. Benefits range from unlimited
complimentary access to over 1,000+ airport lounges,
to full coverage travel insurance of up to $500,000 for
the whole family.  They will also have access to 24/7
Visa concierge services, providing them with a large
array of lifestyle and booking services, including hotel
and flight reservations. In partnership with YQ, employ-
ees will also enjoy up to 25 percent off with a global
network of specialist Airport meet and greet services,
available at over 450 airports worldwide. 

That, in addition to the instant discounts up to 20
percent at over 300 renowned restaurants and coffee
shops in Kuwait, and instant discounts up to 25 percent
at over 150 retail outlets in Kuwait across Travel &
Entertainment, Health & Beauty and Lifestyle segments.

Ahmed Al-Amir, Assistant General Manager for
External Communication, Gulf Bank, said: “Gulf Bank’s
latest offering is designed with both corporate and
SME customers in mind, aimed at adding value to
their banking experiences. The bank is committed to
continuously providing services that enhance cus-
tomer experience, and we are del ighted to be
announcing the launch of the new Visa Business
Signature Credit Card.”

Commenting on the launch, Marcello Baricordi, Visa’s
General Manager for MENA said: “We are delighted to
partner with Gulf Bank to launch the new Visa Business
Signature Credit Card that is designed to benefit both
employers and their employees. This is an excellent
example of how Visa solutions tailored to specific audi-
ences can help improve customer satisfaction through
seamless and secure payment experiences.”

30th anniversary of the brand launched in 1989

KUWAIT: Ahmed Al-Amir, Assistant General Manager for
External Communication at Gulf Bank and  Marcello
Baricordi, Visa’s General Manager for MENA

Boeing seeks 
to exit crisis 
mode as it 
reports results
NEW YORK: Under growing scrutiny from
investors and regulators, embattled US
aerospace giant Boeing will have a chance
this week to reset the narrative as it aims to
pivot from two deadly crashes that have
grounded a top-selling plane. The compa-
ny will report earnings today for the first
time since a deadly March 10 plane crash
plunged the company into crisis-mode.

Then, on April 29, the company will face
its shareholders at an annual meeting that
includes challenges to the company on
leadership structure and government lob-
bying disclosure. The events come as
Boeing’s 737 MAX remains grounded
globally following March’s Ethiopian
Airlines crash. Together with the Lion Air
crash of October, accidents involving 737
MAX aircraft have claimed 346 lives.

Analysts have been waiting for Boeing
to formally seek certification from the
Federal Aviation Administration for a tech-
nical fix to get the planes flying again, a
key step and one critical to Boeing’s bot-
tom line. Boeing chief executive Dennis
Muilenburg could announce progress on
this front during an earnings conference
call, said a person close to the matter.

Adding to Boeing’s travails, The New
York Times on Sunday published an
expose claiming the company had left
debris on 787 aircraft during manufactur-
ing, potentially threatening safe operations,
and printed allegations from former
employees who said they had been pun-
ished for raising safety concerns.

In a note to employees, Boeing South
Carolina Site Leader Brad Zaback
denounced the article as a “skewed and
inaccurate” picture of the 787 program,
adding that “quality is the bedrock of who
we are.” But Scott Hamilton of the aviation
consultancy Leeham Company said the
787 issues, coupled with Boeing’s other
woes, raised the possibility Boeing is fac-
ing systemic problems.

“There is no simple answer, nor is there
a quick one,” Hamilton told AFP in an
email. “Boeing has to improve its quality
control and it has to be transparent and
detailed with airlines, lessors and regula-
tors in the MAX fix.”

Further profit hit? 
Financial analysts have already slashed

their 2019 profit forecasts after Boeing
announced on April 5 it was cutting its
monthly production of the 737 by about 20
percent. Lower plane deliveries directly
affect revenues.  But analysts will want to
gauge whether to lower expectations fur-
ther due to the hit from the production cut
or because of other impacts, such as com-
pensation to airlines that have been forced
to ground their planes.

Other front-of-mind questions include
whether the company expects more order
cancelations and the seriousness of govern-
ment probes, including a US criminal inves-
tigation. Analysts have varied in their
assessments of the impact to Boeing’s long-
term prospects. Bank of America Merrill
Lynch this month downgraded Boeing
shares and slashed its profit forecast for the
next four years, citing a “reputational loss”
treats to long-term market share.

But Morningstar predicted Boeing
would be able to lift 737 MAX production
after moving past the current rough patch,
concluding that “Boeing’s ability to gener-
ate returns above its cost of capital will
remain strong well into the next decade
and most likely beyond.”

Shareholder rebuke? 
This year’s annual gathering comes at a

vulnerable moment for the company. The
yearly meeting can become a forum for
venting shareholder fury at company mis-
steps, as companies such as Wells Fargo
and General Electric have discovered in
recent years. Boeing also faces the risks of
an embarrassing rebuke by investors if
more than 50 percent side with a share-
holder proposal for the company to make
its chairman an independent director, a
shift from the current structure in which
CEO Muilenburg also serves as director.

Boeing has fought the proposal, even
though it would give the board discretion
on the timing to implement the idea, mean-
ing it could be phased in for the next CEO
after Muilenburg.

Institutional Shareholder Services,
which opposed the same proposal last
year, reversed its position and urged sup-
port from shareholders in light of the cur-
rent problems.

“The company faces serious challenges
in regaining the confidence of regulators,
airlines, pilots and passengers worldwide,”
ISS said in a note to clients. “Any missteps
in the process of remediating the issues
and open questions that have led to the
grounding of the 737 MAX, or any repeat
of the problems in future aircraft programs,
could have a devastating impact on the
company’s prospects, its band and its rep-
utation, for years.”

ISS also backed a shareholder proposal
to require Boeing to disclose its lobbying
activities and trade association member-
ships. Supporters of the proposal have cit-
ed the crashes as sharpening the need for
transparency.

“I think if the resolution receives the
support we hope it receives will be part of
the solution to the moment we’re facing,”
said Robert Wotypka, corporate responsi-
bility agent for the Province of Saint
Joseph of the Capuchin Order, a share-
holder. — AFP 

US may follow 
China with Q1 
GDP upside surprise
DUBLIN: A temporary government shutdown with no end
in sight, rising trade conflicts and a global growth slow-
down: the first quarter outlook for the US economy did not
look promising at the turn of the year. But Friday’s gross
domestic product data for the first three months of 2019
could strengthen the case that while the current period of
global expansion is in its late stages, some of the biggest
contributors have yet to run out of steam.

After China’s economy defied expectations that it
would slow further in January-March, US growth is
expected to be 2.1 percent in the same period, although
the range of analysts’ estimates was wider than usual at 1.0
to 2.9 percent. If the Atlanta Federal Reserve’s GDPNow
model, based on data already released, is to be believed,
growth will come in almost at the top of that range and
bang in between the 2.2 percent pace seen in Q4 2018 and
July-September’s brisk 3.4 percent.

“Despite all the prophecies of doom, the US economy
did not collapse in the first quarter,” said Commerzbank
economist Christoph Balz. “On the contrary, next week’s
GDP figures are likely to show decent growth. In addition,
companies have boosted investment, which argues against
an imminent recession.”

The Atlanta Fed raised its expectations after data last
week showed domestic retail sales grew at their strongest
pace in 1-1/2 years in March, the latest indication that

growth in the quarter bounced back quickly after the
longest shuttering of federal agencies in US history ended
on Jan. 25. While a surprise narrowing in February’s US
trade deficit also implied a much stronger pace of growth,
weak manufacturing output-which resulted in the first
quarterly drop in production since President Donald
Trump’s election-may explain the wide range in estimates.

The main wild card for Friday’s release could be private
inventories, according to a number of analysts, including
Unicredit, whose 1.3 percent GDP forecast sits at the more
pessimistic end of the range.

“After pronounced stockpiling in the second half of the
year, our forecast assumes that inventories were a signifi-
cant drag in Q1. The latest numbers suggest that the drag
may occur only later,” Unicredit analysts wrote in a note.

‘Cause for hope’
The other key piece of data in a relatively quiet week is

Germany’s Ifo business climate index, the main sentiment
reading for Europe’s biggest economy, where the growth
outlook has drifted in the opposite direction.

The German government cut its 2019 growth forecast
for the second time in three months last week and now
sees the economy growing just 0.5 percent as exporters
struggle with weaker demand from abroad, trade tensions
and uncertainty over Brexit.

Subsequent business surveys showed that while
German manufacturing contracted for the fourth month in
a row in April, buoyant services activity compensated.
Wednesday’s Ifo print may offer some slight additional
relief. After a surprise rise in the March index to 99.6, ana-
lysts polled by Reuters see a further marginal improvement
to 99.9, matching a brighter mood among German
investors after last week’s ZEW survey improved for a
sixth month. — Reuters

BERLIN: Passengers embark on a Boeing 737-800 aircraft of low cost airline Ryanair
at Schoenefeld airport near Berlin. — AFP

P&G, Coca-Cola 
report higher profits
NEW YORK: Procter & Gamble and Coca-Cola reported
higher quarterly profits yesterday, lifted by premium con-
sumer items at Procter and new beverage offerings at Coca-
Cola. P&G, whose brands include Bounty paper towel and
Crest toothpaste, reported profits of $2.7 billion in its fiscal
third-quarter, up 9.3 percent from the year-ago period.

Revenues rose 1.1 percent to $16.5 billion. P&G scored
a solid five percent increase in “organic” sales, which
strips out foreign exchange effects and divestitures.  The
company pointed to strength in higher-end cosmetics,
toothpaste and detergent, among other items. This group
of products includes “Tide Pods,” which combine a tradi-
tional detergent with stain removers and brighteners.

P&G typically boosts prices when it introduces
premium products, l i ft ing profits. However, Chief
Financial Officer Jon Moeller said the company was
also focusing on better basic-level products in shaving
and baby care, which have been weak spots at P&G in
the recent period.

“We’re doing very well at the high end, but we need to
do better at the low end,” Moeller said on a conference
call with reporters. Coca-Cola, meanwhile, reported first-
quarter profits of $1.7 billion, up 22.7 percent.

Revenues climbed 5.2 percent to $8.0 billion. Sparkling
beverage volumes grew one percent, boosted by an espe-
cially strong performance by the recently-revamped
Coca-Cola Zero Sugar, a diet cola. The soda giant also
pointed to a successful launch of its Orange Vanilla Coke
and Orange Vanilla Coke Zero Sugar. — AFP

CBK to be present
in Grand Avenue
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait will be available in
the Grand Avenue from Thursday 25/4 until Saturday 27/4
in order to inform mall patrons about  the features of Al-
Najma Account and the draw program of this account,
which the bank promoted through the advertisement “With
Najma Account you Become A Millionaire and A Half.” 

The presence is to inform clients and Grand Avenue
patrons that the opportunity is still there to open an
account or increase their balance to enter the half annual
draw for KD 500,000 and benefit from the innovative
banking services of the bank. The deadline to enter the
draw for the prize is May 1st, 2019. 


